
INNOVATIONS  IN  DRY  SEASON  HORTICULTURE  FOR 
WOMEN  AND  SMALLHOLDERS  IN  EAST  AFRICA
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Presentation Notes
I’ll talk about this with regards to our project in Eastern Uganda under the Horticulture Innovation Lab	



FARMER LED IRRIGATION
ADAPT TO WHAT FARMERS 

WANT

NOT 

TEACH THEM TO DO WHAT 
YOU WANT
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First, farmer-led is not new. Farmers have been out there doing their thing for a long time. What we are talking about here is how projects or governments interact with farmer led systems.What we mean by farmer-led just an approach that tries to give farmers the greatest voice in how to adapt their irrigation systems, rather than outside planners.  This recognizes that smallholders’ systems are very complex and they have far more local knowledge about what can work than we do.  It is not a perfect approach – it has to deal with the fact that there is no homogenous ‘preference’ of the farmers – in fact, they argue a lot! (who knew?). The project’s goals also don’t always   However I’ll talk a little about some important aspects we’ve seen working with smallholders in Uganda	



TECHNOLOGY
EXPERIMENTATION ------ ITERATION ------ INTEGRATION

INTRODUCING NEW TECH  ------FARMERS CHANGE IT -----USING MULTIPLE 
METHODS
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Helping farmers experiment with new technologies is important. They can’t risk much to try a new technology, and they often don’t really like the technologies they try. Introducing new technologies is just the first step. After that we should help them change it in whichever way that suits them which is technically feasible. We also see that farmers often use a mix of newer technologies and their traditional methods. It is a good idea to make sure this is possible when introducing something new.



STATUS QUO –
MIGHT MAKES RIGHT

OWNERSHIP AND MEMBERSHIP –
ADJUSTING THE 

RULES AND NORMS

GOAL-ORIENTED SYSTEMS –
LAND ACCESS, 

EQUIPMENT HANDLING ,
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT

INSTITUTIONS
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Most Ugandan smallholders don’t have much formalized rules or organizations governing irrigation. Fair systems are very hard to build up, but we do see that establishing clear sets of membership in who uses which technologies has helped. We also see that organizing groups around specific goals – such as accessing land or savings & credit have helped develop clearer and fairer institutions in irrigation communities.



ECONOMICS

PLOT LEVEL PROFITABILITY
‘PATA-POTEA’ –SOMETIMES YOU GET , 

SOMETIMES YOU LOSE 

MAINTENANCE AND 
EXPANSION

GROUP SAVINGS AND INVESTMENT –AN 
ONGOING CHALLENGE

CREDIT AND FINANCE
SAVINGS AND LOANS ASSOCIATIONS –

INTEGRATED WITH IRRIGATION GROUPS
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The economics of irrigated horticulture in Uganda is quite varied, even within one irrigation community. Some farmers can make losses when others gain highly. This is largely due to the many challenges in horticulture besides water. This variability makes it hard for farmers to invest, especially when different members have different means. We find that integrating the well known village savings and loans associations into irrigation groups does help bring a regular, well monitored base for raising funds for maintenance and investments in irrigation.



GENDER
FARMER-LED USUALLY MEANS LED BY MEN

PERCEPTION THAT WOMEN CAN’T MANAGE ‘TECHNOLOGY’

OPPORTUNITIES FOR 
WOMEN TO LEAD

‘PROJECTS’ OFFER 
OPPORTUNITY TO NORMALIZE 

WOMENS’ PARTICIPATION

COOPERATION HELPS 
WOMEN MORE

FIND WAYS FOR WOMEN AND 

MEN’S STRENGTHS TO 

COMPLEMENT  EACH OTHER
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Women clearly have a disadvantage in irrigation. Farmer led projects can also be a way to ensure women get a greater say in what technologies are used, how to access land, and how labor is shared, among other things. As women take leadership roles, men often do realize they are able to play a useful role, and in most cases women report better outcomes from this cooperation than men. 
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